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Galaxias Productions, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. If gallantry in our day is defined as facing adversity with
screams of laughter, then this is the most gallant book I know of. - Edmund White Although he was
born gay, Curtis Jenkins has trouble picking fruit. Now a successful, middle-aged New York City
writer, he is still searching for that elusive man of his dreams. Unfortunately, Curtis has already
formed a self-destructive pattern of choosing all the wrong men in all the wrong places. After a
bizarre yet comical attempt at suicide, Curtis becomes a reluctant patient of the aging and
eccentric psychiatrist Dr. Magda Tunick. Her gruff and unethical approach to therapy relentlessly
pushes him to explore the real reasons why he hasn t found love and helps him to discover the
important qualities he desires in a man. Eager to help Curtis on his quest to find his true soul mate
is his irreverent and unpredictable mother, Mrs. J., and his incorrigible best friend and soap opera
writer, Quinn Larkin. Will Curtis discover who and what he truly wants in his life? While he barely
survives dates...
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Comprehensive guide for pdf fanatics. Sure, it really is play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I discovered this publication from my dad
and i suggested this ebook to learn.
-- Ms. Isobel Rosenba um  I-- Ms. Isobel Rosenba um  I

Completely one of the best ebook I actually have possibly study. It can be writter in simple phrases and not confusing. You can expect to like the way the
author write this book.
-- Josefa  Eber t-- Josefa  Eber t
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